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Hi Deva! Reading The Mirrorwood was like picking up a classic 
fairy tale that was completely turned on its head. There were 
so many fun and surprising twists! Where did the idea for 
this story come from? The first spark that ultimately became 
The Mirrorwood was the fairytale of Sleeping Beauty, and 
daydreaming about a genderbent version in which the sleeper 
was a prince and the person doing the saving was a brave girl 
who entered the cursed, thorn-bound land. I love fairy tales, but 
I also like to subvert expectations, so the final story isn’t really a 
strict retelling. When I started chasing that original gleam of an 
idea, I quickly found Fable and Moth (Moth was very determined 
to make himself known, in typical feline fashion). It took me a bit 
longer to figure out why Fable goes into the Mirrorwood, though. 
She actually started off as a sort of con artist who pretended 
to be other people! It was only later that I realized she was 
actually Blighted by the curse of the Mirrorwood to have no true 
face of her own. That then led me to Vycorax, the apprentice 
Blighthunter who starts off as Fable’s enemy, only to become 
an uneasy ally when they both find themselves trapped in the 
cursed forest.

Which scene was your favorite to write? Which was the most 
challenging? My favorite scene to write was the blighted library! 
As a reader myself, I can’t resist libraries, especially magical 
ones. I had so much FUN brainstorming what you might find in 
a library that had been struck by a magical curse, like flying 
books that drink ink, and staircases that turn upside down, and a 
librarian who is lighter than air.

The most challenging was probably the very beginning. I kept 
trying to start with Fable already on the run, struggling to survive 
and stay out of the clutches of the Blighthunters. But it just wasn’t 
working! Eventually I realized that I really needed to begin with 
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Blackberry Blue A Tale Dark & Grimm Rival Magic

CREATIVITY CORNERFable home in her cozy farmhouse, surrounded by her family. So 
much of Fable’s strength comes from her recognition of what her 
siblings and parents have done for her, from her deep love for 
them, and her determination to keep them safe.

What do you think Fable and Vycorax would be reading right 
now? Ooo, great question! I think Vycorax would love Tristan 
Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky by Kwame Mbalia, and would 
empathize with Tristan who, like Vycorax, struggles with loss but is 
willing to fight for what he loves against great odds. I think Fable 
would love Eva Evergreen, Semi-Magical Witch by Julia Abe, and 
would appreciate how Eva needs to leave her beloved family 
behind in order to prove herself and make the most of the magic 
she’s been given. 

Loved The Mirrorwood? 
Try these great reads next!
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TWISTED TALES SCRAMBLED SEARCH

SBANTKEAL
GACMI
LPSLE

GNAODR
TCLSAE

EHDNCEANT
ICTWH
AFIYR
RGEO
UECSR

OLDTTSOAO
OIGNMKD

FTOERS
KEIWCD

OERH

Unscramble this list of fifteen fairy tale words and 
find them all in the word search below!

See page 5 for answers
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What ages are your little readers currently 
and what books are they loving? Addie 
just turned 5 and isn’t reading on her own 
yet, but loves being read to! Her favorite 
book currently is The Book With No Pictures 
by B.J. Novak. Annabelle is 10 and loves 
graphic novels. Her favorite author is 
Raina Telgemeier and she has read all of 
her books 4 times or more! Ava is 11 and 
recently discovered one of my favorite 
authors, Harlan Coben. She read the Mickey Bolitar 
series that he wrote for younger readers and loved it!

With a wide range of readers, how do you discover books for 
everyone? I talk to my friends with kids around the same ages as my 
girls and find out what they are loving. I also read a lot of reviews 
online. Then we will make a list and head to the library or sometimes 
we order books to add to our home library if we think it’s one that will 
be read again and again.

What’s your favorite reading snack? Addie loves reading before bed 
with a Once Upon A Farm pouch which she has been calling her 
“goodnight snack.” Ava loves to have some goldfish as her reading 
snack and Annabelle’s favorite is Trader Joe’s naan crackers! Has to 
be something that keeps your fingers relatively clean!

What has been your reader’s favorite owlCrate Jr box? We loved 
them all, but the favorite has been November’s dragon-themed box!

Is there a favorite OwlCrate Jr item you loved? Yes! The mug with the 
dragon art by Cara Kozik. Annabelle won’t use any other mug these 
days!

@sarahtreed

REED

Meet Sarah Reed, freelance 
brand content creator and 

homeschooler. You can find Sarah 
on Instagram at @sarahtreed.

SAR AH

ANSWERS: beanstalk, magic, spell, dragon, castle, enchanted, witch, 
fairy, ogre, curse, toadstool, kingdom, forest, wicked, hero
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IT’S TIME FOR ANOTHER #OWLBABBLE!
Join the OwlCrate Jr team next month 
for a live book chat with @devafagan, 
author of The Mirrorwood! Find more 

details closer to the date on @owlcratejr. 
See you there, bookworms!

facebook.com/owlcratejr@owlcratejr @owlcratetv @owlcratejr 


